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LETTER FROM
Daniella Steiner

(Eyal Shnat Co-ordinator)
DEAR EYAL 

A year of your life is not a lot of time in the greater scheme of things but the value that shnat can

add to your life is immeasurable.

I’m not going to tell you why Shnat is better than going into University or that it’s something

everyone should do. However I do believe that it's worth considering. 

There are so many amazing aspects and unique experiences that shnat offers that one cannot

find anywhere else. One of the most inspiring and empowering elements is   that shnat opens the

opportunity for you to create your own mini society. This is the thing which will affect you the

most. You can build your own small society, with your own social norms where you can express

yourself however you want to, and experience alternative ways of living for example living in a

kvutsah (an opportunity to actualize socialist principles). 

 

Shnat allows you to experiment with who you are and who you want to be in the most eccentric

manner while still providing the safety that we all crave. You are also surrounded by people who

want to do the same, building you up and allowing you to have the experience which you are

looking for. While Shnat provides the safety and boundaries with its structures it still provides

something more than anything else could, true freedom. Freedom to explore yourself, freedom to

discover new ideas and passions, freedom to be silly and freedom to explore the different ways

you want to live. Shnat provides you with the ability to understand how to appreciate and exploit

your newly found freedom but also shows you how to be responsible over it. Through your

different classes on Machon, volunteering with local communities, budgeting, interacting with

different madrichimot your age from around the world and all the different experiences you

have, you will learn what it means to be you.

You will be able to sit with our shnat group and contemplate the difficulties of being a young

South African Jew, while also being spontaneous, fun and young. You will be provided with the

perfect mix of structure and freedom, designed specifically for you, to allow you to embark on

the next chapter of your life. If you want to spend a year in Israel, gaining a deep understanding

of our movement, exploring all the different aspects of Israeli society, youth, culture and learning

what it means to be independent then Shnat is for you. 

Your year is yours for the taking Aleh Ve’hagshem

Daniella Steiner 

P.S. While this booklet contains logistical information about Shnat I suggest speaking to your

madrichim and past shnatties to help inform you decision.



OVERVIEW
Shnat is  broadly divided into four sections: 

Machon, Summer Kaveret,  Kibbutz and Autumn Kaveret.

Between these different periods, the Shnatties will have

Chofesh (holiday), where they will be free to stay wherever they

wish and explore Israel without the usual structure of the

programme. They will also have a number of seminars as a

group and with others from around the world throughout the

year, including an Orientation Seminar, a Rabin Seminar, a

Conflict and Peace Seminar and others.

Owing to its success in 2021 we may add in a South African leg

of the programme either before the Shnatties leave for Israel or

after they return. 

of the program



DATES:
(provisional&subject to change)

SHNAT PREPARATION SEMINAR (IN SA): EARLY IN FEBRUARY 

POTENTIALLY A SOUTH AFRICAN TOUR STRAIGHT

AFTERWARDS 

SHNATTIES LEAVE: IN THE LAST WEEK OF FEBRUARY FOR

ORIENTATION SEMINAR: AS SHNATTIES LAND IN ISRAEL

MACHON MARCH UNTIL END OF JUNE 

SUMMER KAVERET: MID-JUNE UNTIL MID-AUGUST KIBBUTZ:

MID-AUGUST UNTIL MID-SEPTEMBER AUTUMN KAVERET: MID-

SEPTEMBER UNTIL MID NOVEMBER SIKKUM: MIDDLE OF

NOVEMBER 

SHNATTIES RETURN: 3RD WEEK OF NOVEMBER MACHANEH:

(INCLUDING A-GUARD) STAY TUNED FOR DATES! 

Follow@nesher.in.jerusalem for
live shnat updates



MACHON:
Machon, short for Machon L’Madrichei Chutz L’aretz (The institute for leaders from Abroad)

is an intense educational, inspirational and challenging programme. The Machon

programme is taught by some of the most inspirational educators in Israel and offers a

wide array of opportunity to learn about what it means to be a Jewish leader. The Machon

programme is made up of various youth movements from around the world. Machon takes

place at Kiryat Moriah in Jerusalem. 

Machon offers education in fields such as Hadrachah (leadership), Israel, Jewish History,

Zionism, and Israeli current affairs. The daily schedule is intense but rewarding! Weekly

Siyurim (tours/outings) include hikes, museums, cultural exploration and engagement in

Jerusalem and its surrounding areas. Machon consists of two Tiyulim, one of the North and

one of the South which is mostly planned by the participants. These overnight tiyulim are

some of the most unique experiences Nesher will have. For the first time ever, Machon will

also be going to Uganda to work with Project10 for two weeks. This will give the Shnatties

the unique opportunity to travel outside of Israel, experience a different culture and

practically use the skills they have been learning on Machon!

The friendships you form on this programme are bound by the shared experiences you have

and are some of the strongest relationships you form in your life. Once classes finish you

are free to do whatever you want, with weekends and evening completely free it is the

perfect opportunity to explore Israeli society and culture, throw parties, visit friends and

family and make the most of your year! 

Machon is a challenging programme but everything you learn during this time will stick with

you for life. 
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KIBBUTZ:
Kibbutz is a wonderful opportunity to expose yourself to a world founded

on socialist and community-based values. Working together in various

areas of expertise, the Kibbutz experience teaches you work ethic, skills,

and group responsibility. Kibbutz is an incredibly fun experience and

everyday brings new experiences! Kibbutz also provides a great opportunity  

to hike and explore Israel.

Work on Kibbutz starts early in the morning and ends

at lunch time, giving you ample time to explore, relax

at the pool in , hang at the pub and make friends

with the kibbutniks your age! 

 Kibbutz provides an opportunity to become closer to

community based ideas and to Habonim history.
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KAVERET:
At this stage of the program, Shnatties will live together in an Apartment in the

Dan District (Tel Aviv and surrounds), as part of a part of a larger community of

young Israeli activists. This part of the program enables participants to actively

contribute to Israeli society and in that, gain understanding of some of the more

complex socio-economic issues in the region and give back to their global

community. It is in this part of the program that Shnatties may choose to live

communally and take responsibility over the group as a collective. Volunteering

(Messima) options for this part of the program widely vary and each individual

channich will be able to choose the best option that suits their passion. Some of

the options include: working at centres for Asylum seekers, being madrichim for

local Israeli children, volunteering at children's hospitals, soup kitchens, urban

farms of even participating in Interfaith think tanks.

In this part of the program, participants will be responsible for cooking their

own food and cleaning their own living environment. Each participant will be

given �Pizur or a stipend of 120 NIS per week as part of the program cost which

goes towards these expenses. 

Kaveret is also the time in which you get to really engage with Israeli society

and Jewish culture in a dynamic way. This part of the programme allows you the

time and freedom to explore the nooks and crannies of the neighbourhood you

live in, to travel greater Israel and to experience the cultural side of Israel

through movies, music, theatre, literature and discussion.

"Real friendship is wheneveryone in your housecollectively decides to
take a nap"

- Jonathan Sidi
(Shnat 2018)



POLAND:
One of the most formative programmes on shnat is the trip to poland. This

trip is a way for Givon to confront the realities of the holocaust through the

youths eyes. We learn about the atrocities as well as the history of our

movement, here we learn that in the face of adversity youth rose to the

occasion and took a stand against the Nazis and this is our history. A

history that we share with Habonim around the world.

The trip hasn't happened over the past two year due to Covid -  but HDSA

feels like its an important experience and is going to make an active effort

to try to ensure that it can happen. 
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- Daniella Steiner

(Shnat 2018)



SOUTH AFRICA
TOUR:

This addition waas added in to 2021 owing to Covid and Israel not

allowing our shnatties in for two months but iit was a great success. The

focus of this leg of the tour was connecting with the South African

context, exploring rural South Africa as well as learning about different

farming methods.  

“They blindfolded us on the

plane and told us we were

going to Israel. Never knew

Israel also had a Plett but

was such fun nonetheless!”

- Brad Gottschalk

(Shnat 2021)



SEMINARS:

Shnat Prep Seminar

May Day Seminar

Yam Le Yam

South Afr ica Seminar

Poland Seminar

Habo History Seminar

Conf l ict  Seminar

Rabin Seminar

meeting people from all around

the world 



CHOFESH:
At the end of each term, the Shnatties will have a free week in Israel.

We call this Chofesh. Most weekends on Shnat are also free. Some

things that are done during chofesh are: Doof festival, Zorba festival,

Camping at the dead sea, visiting family and friends in other parts of

Israel! 

free time in Israel

Channichim will only be able to ‘leave’ the program during Chofesh. We encourage that

if you are planning to visit your child, you do so on these dates.



SO, WHY SHNAT?

Why choose a gap year with Habonim Dror? Shnat is a programme

which allows you to explore what it means to be part of something

bigger while existing in a space where you have almost no responsibility

to anybody but yourself and your friends. Choosing to have a gap year

with Habonim Dror means choosing to have a gap year which is filled

with meaning. You choose to give back to Israeli society while gaining

some of the craziest and most memorable moments of your life. You

choose to be part of something that is meaningful and spend a year

enacting that meaning in Israel. You also get the unique opportunity to

immerse yourself into Israeli culture for an extended period of time,

allowing yourself to become part of a community and society there.



IMPORTANT
INFORMATION:

Finances

Pocket Money
We suggest between 800-1000 NIS spending money per month. During

Yessod, it is unlikely that channichim will spend more than 300 NIS per

month but during Kaveret months, in the cities, they will spend

substantially more. The onus is on you to organise the participants an

international money card. Bidvest offers Shekel cards and Capitec Bank

offers GolbalOne world-wide currency cards at a very low cost.

Flights
This figure also does NOT include the price of the flights to and from

Israel. The price of these flights will depend on availability from the

airlines.

The total cost of the program is (+-)20 000,00 USD. Of which 8 348,00

USD is reduced as Approved Masa Funding for participants from South

Africa. This means that the total remaining cost of shnat is (+-)11 652,00

USD. This figure includes all pre-Shnat seminars, Machaneh 2022 and

all organised parts of the programme in Israel, however it does NOT

include independent travelling, pocket money or cellphone costs



These of course are our number one priority. The Shnat programme

adheres to the rules of the Jewish Agency Security Department which

constantly monitors, evaluates and reviews potential security threats.

Madrichim are briefed weekly from the IDF, Society of Protection of

Nature in Israel and the Ministry of Education for safety hazards. We

expect that participants let madrichim know where they are at all times

especially during free time. NO travel is allowed outside of Israel

without it being arranged in advance with Doron. 

Sim cards
The onus is on the participants to organise and pay for their own sim

cards. Habonim will be happy to put you in touch with sim card

providers that members have used in the past.

Our general policy is that we will not turn away an interested candidate

purely based on financial constraint. We offer subsidies beyond the

MASA grant and we also encourage parents to agree to payment plans

which break up the costs of the programme over a necessary period of

time. Should you wish to discuss finances further, please email Aaron at

aaron@habo.org.za

Financial assistance

Safety and security



Rav kavs
These are bus passes. While on Kaveret channichim will be given

monthly bus passes which give them free transport any time to

anywhere within their district. If channichim choose to leave the district

in which they live though, this will be at their own cost.

Medical insurance
Shnatties are covered by Harel medical insurance. This does not cover

chronic or pre-existing conditions. Shnatties will carry Harel medical

cards with them at all times in case of emergencies and will be able to

see doctors immediately.

Rules and expectations
We strive to create an environment based on Habonim’s core values of

tolerance, respect and inclusivity. In order to ensure that Shnat is a

positive experience for everyone involved, shnatties are required to

participate in ALL organised parts of the program unless agreed upon

by the madrich in advance. Shnatties are expected to be responsible

for themselves at all times and treat one another with consideration and

respect. This includes being aware of safety, security and medical

issues. Alcohol consumption is ONLY allowed during free time and

alcohol abuse is not prohibited. Any use or possession of illegal

substances or drugs, including marijuana will result in immediate

expulsion fron the programme and in such instances Habonim reserves

the right to inform the Israel Police. Habonim reserves the right to to

randomly drug test any candidates urine. Any other rules will be

explained and elaborated on throughout the orientation process.



SO HOW DO I APPLY?

 F i l l  in  MASA forms on

https://www.masaisrael .org/grants/apply to apply

for  your grant.

Have an interv iew. We wi l l  require an interv iew with

each candidate to ensure candidates sui tabi l i ty  to

the program. This  can be scheduled with Gina-Lee

on ginalee@habo.org.za

Fi l l  out  shnat forms.  These are hard copy forms that

wi l l  be emai led to you upon request .  P lease emai l

ginalee@habo.org.za to receive these forms.

We strongly urge every person consider ing the program to complete these

steps,  regardless of  how ser ious ly  you are committed to attending the

program. These steps do not commit  you to the programme but al low you to

prolong the decis ion whether to attend without c los ing off  the opportunity

owing to paperwork.  MASA wi l l  not grant funding to any candidate who

appl ies after  the last  work ing day of January.

It's as easy as 1 2 3!



CONTACT US

Habonim Dror Southern Afr ica

habonimsa

www.habo.org.za

shnat22@habo.org.za

011  786 7046

083 81 1  3291

We're always keen to chat

Acceptance: There is seldom a case where

someone is turned away from attending the

shnat programme, however, Habonim Dror

Southern Africa reserves the right to reject

unsuitable candidates.


